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Wednesday, 14 July 2010 
 
John Feil 
Executive Director 
National Competition Council 
GPO Box 250  
Melbourne VIC 3000 
 
By email: john.feil@ncc.gov.au 
 
Dear John, 
 
Application for Declaration 
 
We have considered the questions raised by the National Competition Council (Council) in 
its request to Pacific National entitled "Issues arising from Pacific National's application for 
declaration of the QR coal network" and set our answers below. 
 
Question 1 
 
It appears to the Council that the services as described may not allow an access seeker to 
run a train from a mine currently connected to one rail network to a port which is connected 
to a different network. 
 

(a) Are the services for which declaration is sought sufficient for an access seeker's 
business purposes? 

 
(b) Does this restrict the opportunities to transport coal to expanded port facilities on 

another network? 
 

(c) If opportunities to transport coal to expanded port facilities on another network are 
restricted, does this limit in a material way the degree to which competition in a 
market for transport of coal may be increased? 
 

Pacific National considers that each of the four services as currently defined encompasses a 
range of activities which would enable an above rail operator to offer rail haulage services on 
one or more of the four facilities utilising a declared service.  As a result, the services for 
which declaration is sought are sufficient for an access seeker's business purposes. 
 
Pacific National anticipates that access seekers for each service will be third party rail 
operators offering haulage services to coal mines located in the vicinity of the relevant rail 
network.  The rail operator will offer to transport coal from a mine to one of the coal fired 
power stations or other domestic coal users located along the network, or the specific coal 
export ports serviced by the rail network being: 
 

• Dalrymple Bay for the Goonyella Facility; 
• Gladstone for the Blackwater Facility and the Moura Facility; and 
• Abbot Point for the Newlands System. 
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In addition, rail operators offering haulage services on the Goonyella Facility and/or the 
Blackwater Facility could offer coal mines located in the vicinity of Gregory haulage services 
to ports at either Gladstone or Dalrymple Bay.1 (The Goonyella system and the Blackwater 
system are physically connected, but are operated as separate systems for the purpose of 
coal transport). 
 
Once the Newlands Facility is expanded to North Goonyella via the Goonyella to Abbot Point 
expansion project (GAP),2 rail operators offering haulage services on the Goonyella Facility 
and/or the Newlands Facility will also be able to offer coal mines located in the vicinity of 
either facility haulage services to ports at either Abbot Point or Dalrymple Bay.3 (While the 
Newlands system is currently physically separate from the Goonyella system, the GAP will 
physically connect the Newlands and Goonyella system). 
 
The entry of Pacific National as the second rail operator on the Blackwater Facility and the 
Goonyella Facility has already resulted in an increase in the quality of haulage services 
offered to coal mines and greater transparency in pricing.4  An increased right of access to 
each of the four services would provide the environment in which these benefits could be 
more easily replicated and enhanced for a greater number of rail haulage customers.  
 
However, in the interests of avoiding any confusion as to the extent of the activities the 
services are intended to encompass, Pacific National will clarify the description of each of 
the four services in the Application as follows “…to coal fired powers stations or other 
domestic coal users and any point of interconnection with another rail track located along the 
route”.  
 
This clarification of the description of each service makes it clear that any restrictions on the 
opportunities to transport coal from a mine located next to one of the four rail networks to 
port facilities on another rail network are due to the relevant rail networks not being 
physically interconnected rather than the definition of the service.  The services as defined 
will facilitate opportunities between rail networks that are physically connected. As discussed 
above, the Goonyella system and the Blackwater system are physically connected and while 
the Newlands system is currently physically separate from the Goonyella system, the GAP 
will physically connect those two systems when it is completed. 
 
Question 2 
 
Does  "short-term maintenance services" in subpara (vii) of paras 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 of the 
application refer only to the maintenance of track and other rail network elements or is it 
intended to encompass maintenance of above-rail assets? 
 

                                                 
1 See [7.6] of Pacific National's Application. 

2 Construction begun on the 69-kilometre Northern Missing Link, which connects the Goonyella coal rail system 
to the Newlands rail system, last month (with completion targeted for Jan 2012) 
http://coalrail.qrnetwork.com.au/News/Archive/10-04-08/Green_light_for_GAP_rail_project.aspx 

3 See [7.6], [7.8] and [7.9] of the Pacific National's Application. 

4 See [6.39] of Pacific National's Application. 

http://coalrail.qrnetwork.com.au/News/Archive/10-04-08/Green_light_for_GAP_rail_project.aspx
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Yes.  The term "short-term maintenance services" is only intended to apply to maintenance 
of assets which supply below rail services.  
 
Question 3 
 
Subparagraph (v) of paras 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 of the application refer to "sidings and 
refuges to park rolling stock".  Subparagraph (viii) of paras 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 refer to 
"yards".  Subparagraph (v) of paras 3.3 and 3.4 refer to certain provisioning/commissioning 
sheds and provisioning roads.  Are these assets: 
 

(a) within the minimum bundle of assets necessary to provide the service for which 
access is sought (i.e. are they necessary for the provision of below-rail services)? 

 
Yes. The assets identified in the description of each of the four services in paragraphs [3.2], 
[3.3], [3.4] and [3.5] of the Application comprises the minimum bundle of assets needed to 
provide the service being described.   
 
Access to assets such as sidings, yards and provisioning roads is essential in a practical 
sense to enable a third party rail operator to actually operate, maintain and repair a train 
which can offer coal haulage services on any of the four rail tracks. If a third party rail 
operator is unable to access railway track adjacent to the mainline track it may effectively be 
denied access to the mainline track.   
 
That can occur in circumstances where access to that subsidiary track and/or the land upon 
which it is located is controlled by an entity related to the access provider but which is not 
subject to the access regime.  In that situation, the access seeker is forced to try and 
negotiate access in the absence of the protections and incentives of an access regime and 
in some circumstances with the very business against which it intends to compete.   
 
For example, some rail infrastructure and land owned by QR which is adjacent to each of the 
four facilities is controlled by QR Business Group rather than QR Network under the QR 
Undertaking.   
 
Pacific National requires access to the below rail services supplied by the rail infrastructure 
set out below in order to supply coal haulage services to customers on the relevant rail 
systems in competition with QR National and any other above rail operators supplying such 
services. 
 
Jilalan Number 4 Road - Goonyella Facility 
 
This asset is used for completing reliability and safety examinations, train maintenance and 
provisioning of trains.  There are limited locations on the Goonyella facility where 
provisioning and safety examinations can be undertaken.  Jilalan Number 4 road is crucial 
for Pacific National in terms of completing reliability and safety examinations at a departure 
depot. 
 
Jilalan Road - Goonyella Facility 
 
This asset is used to provide access to Siemens' commissioning shed at Jilalan.  Siemens is 
a warranty and commissioning provider for Pacific National's electric locomotive rolling 
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stock.  It has a lease on the commissioning shed at Jilalan which is uses for commissioning 
Pacific National's new rolling stock or completing warranty repairs to existing rolling stock. 
 
QR National has refused Pacific National access to the track adjacent to the leased 
commissioning shed, limiting our ability to commission and repair rolling stock. This creates 
a major issue for us as we are unable to commission and repair rolling stock in an efficient 
and timely manner, putting us at a competitive disadvantage to the QR above rail operator. 
 
Two Jillian provisioning roads passing signals 49A/B and 50A/B - Goonyella Facility 
 
This asset is used to manage the staging of empty trains to ensure that traffic moves to the 
port facilities at Dalrymple Bay and Hay Point in an efficient manner.  There are limited 
staging roads in the Goonyella system and it is necessary for all above rail operators offering 
services on the system to have access to them in order to be able offer competitive services 
to potential customers.  
 
Moranbah freight siding - Goonyella Facility 
 
Pacific National uses this asset to complete unscheduled, in-field maintenance and repairs. 
This siding is generally unused, except when used by Pacific National for this purpose.  QR 
National has refused Pacific National access to this siding, limiting our ability to maintain and 
repair rolling stock. This means that Pacific National is unable to repair rolling stock in an 
efficient and timely manner, putting us at a competitive disadvantage to the QR above rail 
operator. 
 
Callemondah Road providing access to commissioning shed / EDI shed - Blackwater Facility 
 
This asset is used to provide access to Downer EDI sheds at Callemondah which are used 
to commission rolling stock and complete warranty repairs to rolling stock. Downer EDI is a 
warranty and commissioning provider for Pacific National’s diesel locomotive and wagon 
rolling stock.  It uses its facilities at Callemondah for commissioning new Pacific National 
rolling stock and completing warranty repairs of existing rolling stock. 
 
QR National has frustrated Pacific National’s access to these facilities, limiting Pacific 
National’s ability commission and repair rolling stock. This means that Pacific National is 
unable to commission and repair rolling stock in an efficient and timely manner, putting us at 
a competitive disadvantage to the QR above rail operator. 
 

(b) a part of the facility by which the service is provided that may be economical to 
duplicate? 

 
Pacific National considers that the assets are properly included in the definition of the facility 
that provides each service which Pacific National seeks to have declared under Part IIIA.  
  
It should not be assumed that an asset such as a railway yard is economical to duplicate 
merely because it is of a much smaller scale than the rail network to which it is attached.  
The location of a yard adjacent to a rail network and its integration with the operation of the 
main network, including the location of customers and suppliers, may mean that it will not 
usually be economical to duplicate infrastructure of that nature.   
 



 

The fact that assets such as railway yards are sometimes duplicated may simply 
demonstrate a desire by a new entrant rolling stock operator to avoid reliance on the 
incumbent monopolist, rather than be viewed as a demonstration that it is economical to 
duplicate those assets for the purpose of section 44F(4) of Part IIIA of the Act.   
 
If you wish to discuss this issue please contact me on (02) 8484 8043. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 
Dr Tim Kuypers 
Group General Manager Safety, Access and Regulation 
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